
Modern radiology solution

Simplicity and 
efficiency

PACSRIS



Simplicity and efficiency
meddo RIS/PACS is a modern web-based solution with an amazing user 

interface and a ton of features under the hood. Its simplicity makes it 
extremely easy to use and well thought features makes things done.

meddo RIS learning time is incredibly 
fast and does not require long 
trainings and large manuals. 

With HIPAA compliant cloud solution 
it is highly secured place for your 

data. You don’t need to worry about 
your data anymore.

meddo RIS is web-based application, 
so you only need a web browser to 
use it. It's also available on tablets. 

meddo RIS contain more than 200 
features enhancing your productivity.

User expierience Productivity

Acccesibility Security

Our customer support will help you 
with anything related to the meddo 

RIS/PACS solution and you don't need 
to pay extra fee.

With our solution you only pay fixed 
monthly fee, it's including technical 
support, software updates, secure 

data storage.

Lower costs Customer support



Management
and organization

Scheduling

Online booking

Check-in

Cam Scanner

Billing

Reporting

Scheduling has never been so simple. Upcoming 
visit view with additional weekly and daily view 
allow you to do everything you need.

Thanks to meddo online booking service you can 
gain new patients from Internet right into your 
scheduler. It’s great for filling empty slots.

One click check-in helps clinic’s personnel to 
control patient’s flow. With patient time control you 
know how much time each patient is waiting.

meddo Cam Scanner allows you to scan multiple 
pages in seconds, just with one click. It’s a great 
alternative to classic scanners.

With integrated billing module which enables 
seamless capture of billing data beginning at the 
scheduling event. Registration and claims edits 
facilitate accurate billing.

In reporting module you can generate all sort of 
reports from medical, statistical and billing data.
You can also export reports to other systems.



Modern patient card

Timeline

Quick preview

webDICOM

DoseControl

With timeline feature you can see patient’s history. 
Documents are available with quick preview.

Quick preview feature allows user to preview all 
documents generated by the system and uploaded 
by clinic personnel. Also quick preview can handle 
DICOM files.

meddo webDICOM is fully featured DICOM 
browser with no need to install extra software or 
additional configuration.

meddo RIS store radiation dose from studys and 
alert clinic personel when dose high.

Timeline with patient
history overview and 
quick document preview

Study images quick preview



Avaliable in web browser

Modern Radiologist
experience

Dark theme specially designed
for Radiologists

webDICOM

Custom Forms

Simple web DICOM viewer is available in web 
browser and is fully integrated with meddo 
RIS/PACS. There is no need to install extra software 
or adding extra configuration to view DICOM files.

Custom forms allows Radiologist to make clickable 
forms that will speed up their workflow. Those 
forms could be used on tablets.

Dictation
meddo RIS is integrated with digital dictation and 
voice recognition system provided by Google.


